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Abstract-In this paper, we consider the approximate solution of the following problem. Given 
R C RN (1 5 N 5 3), find u(z, t) such that 
&b(u) - Au. + P,Vu = 0, inQ=Rx (O,T), 
u = 0, onCzaRx(O,T), 
u(z, 0) = UO(I), vz ER, 
where the function b(s) is a monotonically increasing function satisfying 0 5 b’ 5 co. To solve 
this problem, we introduce a new nonstandard time discretization scheme. We prove stability and 
convergence results. @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Parabolic partial differential equations, Degenerate problems, Convection-diffusion 
problems, Porous medium equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the flow of an incompressible fluid through a homogeneous, saturated, porous 
medium, where the fluid’ is contaminated by a solute, with concentration C 1 0. The main 
mechanisms affecting the transport of a solute in a porous media are convection, mechanical 
dispersion, molecular diffusion, and various chemical reactions (adsorption) between the solute 
and surrounding solid porous skeleton [l]. 
A macroscopic model for the transport of a sorbing solute through a one-dimensional porous 
medium under steady state flow conditions is governed by the following partial differential equa- 
tion [2,3]: 
act-6 t) + ps ac*cx, t) = Da2c(x, 4 _ qw”, 4 
at e at 8x2 ax 1 (1.1) 
where C*(x, t) is the absorbed concentration, pb > 0 is the bulk density of the porous medium, 
6J > 0 is the porosity, D is the dispersion coefficient, and q is the average fluid velocity. 
In the case of equilibrium adsorption reactions, the solute adsorbed by the solid is generally 
assumed to be a function of the solute in the fluid; that is, 
C’ = f(C). (1.2) 
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In the case of nonequilibrium adsorption reactions, C* is assumed to satisfy 
ac* - = k(f(C) -C”), at (1.3) 
where k is a rate parameter. Thus, (1.2) is obtained in the limit case as k + 00. The function f 
in (1.2) and (1.3) is called an adsorption isotherm. In this paper, we describe the adsorption 
reactions by means of a Freundlich isotherm. That is, we set 
f(C) = KCP, K > 0. (1.4) 
In (I.4), P E (O,ll is commonly chosen. However, Giles, Smith, and Hulton give evidence that 
p > 1 also arises (see [3] and the references given therein). Note that f(C) is not Lipschitz 
continuous at C = 0 for p = (0, 11. 
In this work, we consider the equilibrium adsorption process. Combining (l.l), (1.2), and (1.4) 
yields the nonlinear diffusion problem 
(1.5) 
We consider solutions of this equation in the set 
where I - (0, T), T is a positive fixed time, and M - (0, L) with boundary 6Jfl. Equation (1.5) 
will be augmented with the initial and boundary conditions 
C(x:, 0) = Co(x), x E R, (l-6) 
C(0, t) = C(L, t) = 0, t E I. (1.7) 
For ease of exposition, we will develop our results for the following model problem. Find u : Q -+ 
R such that 
db(u) a% ---@+pg=o, at in Q, 
u = 0, onC=dfixI, W) 
4x7 0) = uo(x), in a, (1.10) 
where P, is the Peclet number. 
Equation (1.8) is a nonlinear second-order equation of parabolic type. Since b’(u) may tend to 
infinity when u tends to zero (p < l), equation (1.8) can degenerate at points when its solution 
vanishes. In mathematical terms, we say that equation (1.8) is uniformly parabolic when p > 1 
and degenerate parabolic when p < 1. We then have the following two cases of b(u). 
(1) Nondegenerate case 0 < E 5 b’ < M < cm. 
(2) Degenerate case 0 I b’ 5 co. 
Due to its important applications, problem (1.8)-(1.10) h as b een extensively studied during 
recent years, both from theoretical and numerical viewpoints. El-Azab [4] and Kacur [5] suggest 
the following approximation scheme which includes two relaxation parameters Xi and pi-r: 
xi (ui - I&) - rAui = 0, in R, (1.11) 
ui = 0, on an, (1.12) 
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with 
u,*-l(Z) = i&-l 2 - 
( $$ 
where fi E W1y2(fl) is an extension of u E W’22(0*), R* > fi satisfying 
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(1.13) 
ll~IIW’q2*) 5 cll~llw+2). (1.14) 
The relaxation parameter Xi and pi-1 have to satisfy the “convergence conditions” 
~,_l _ b(ui-11 - b (4-d z 5 CTd, ui - Q-1 d E (0,l). 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
In [6], El-Azab suggests an approximation scheme using only one relaxation parameter Xi. This 
approximation scheme reads as follows: 
Xi (ILL - ~,t_l) - rAUi = 0, in R, (1.17) 
ui =o, on aR, (1.18) 
with 
(1.19) 
where Ui-1 is given as in (1.14) and the relaxation parameter Xi is computed from the condition 
x, = b(Q) - b(%-1) 
z ui-t&-1 . 
(1.20) 
However, each of the above two approximation schemes needs an auxiliary iterative scheme in 
each time step to compute the approximate solution at this time. 
The major numerical problem in treating (1.8)-( 1 .lO) are caused by the fact that the equation 
l is highly nonlinear, and 
l degenerates. 
To attack the first problem, we propose a new competitive numerical scheme based on a non- 
standard time discretization. To face the problem of degeneration, we regularize the function b. 
On dealing with the above numerical problems, we reduce (1.8) into a system of elliptic problems 
coupled with an algebraic condition. 
The outline of this paper is the following. Section 2 is devoted to introducing some standard 
functional analysis. The numerical scheme is stated in Section 3. Finally, in Sections 4 and 5 we 
discuss the stability and convergence properties of the proposed scheme. 
2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
From now on we shall denote by ( . , . ) either the standard inner product in L2 = Lz(R) or the 
pairing between V = Hi(a) and V* G Hml(R). W e use the symbols ] . ], I . loo, ]] . ]I, and ]] . I]* as 
the norms in Lz(Q), L,(R), V, and V*, respectively (see [7,8]). By +, s we mean the strong 
and weak convergence. Also, we introduce some notations concerning the time discretization of 
our problem. Let T = T/n be the time step (n is positive integer) and set ti = ir, 4 = @i-r, t;] 
for 1 < i 5 71. We also set 
.q=z(.,t& 
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for any continuous function in time defined in Q, and 
for any given family {zi}~=c. Finally, by C, Cl, Cz, . . . , E, C,, . . . , we denote general positive 
constants (E is small and C, = C(E-l)). 
The following elementary relation will be used in the following analysis: 
2~ai(ai-u&l) = lUj12- ,ao,2+~,uj -Ui-J2, 
i=l i=l 
and the relation 
We will assume, throughout this work, the following hypotheses on the given data. 
(Hl) R c RN, 15 N 5 3 is a bounded domain with the Lipschitz boundary dR; 
(H2) uo E &j(Q); 
(H3) b : R -+ R is an increasing and Lipschitz continuous function; more precisely, 
r” 5 b(“) < r-” - 7 k=O,l. 
In the degenerate case we replace b’ by b:, where 
b:(s) = max{+‘,min{b’(s),r-“}} . 
P-1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
REMARK 2.1. From (2.3), it is easily seen that b, is a regularization of b satisfying 
r” < bjl”) 5 r’+‘, k = 0,l. 
Under these assumptions, we can state the variational formulation of the problem (1.8)-(1.10). 
PROBLEM (P). Find u : Q --t R such that 
u E J52(1, V), &b(u) E ~52(1, V*), 
(W(u), ‘p) + (Vu, Vv) + PeP, cp) = 0, Vip E V, a.e., t E I, 
u(x, 0) = ‘LLo(x), on R. 
3. THE APPROXIMATION SCHEME 
The proposed scheme relies essentially upon two main concepts. The first one deals with 
a nonstandard time discretization by means of which we linearize the given problem using a 
relaxation parameter Xi. The second concept is to compensate the convective term by the use of 
the characteristic method. With the above notations, we consider the semidiscretization scheme. 
PROBLEM (PT). For any 1 5 i 5 n, given Ui-1, find Vi E V such that 
Xi-1 (Vi - Vi*_1) - rAUi = 0, 
u, = 0, 
Xi = b’(Ui), 
in Sl, (3.1) 
on dR, (3.2) 
(3.3) 
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where 0 E IJV~>~(R) is an extension of U E W1>2(Q*), R* > fi satisfying 
The advantage of this scheme is the fact that it is a self-starting scheme; i.e., it does not need 
an auxiliary iteration scheme at each time step. So our scheme is faster than the other two 
schemes (l.ll)-(1.16) and (1.17)-(1.20). M oreover, it is of the same degree of accuracy as the 
scheme (l.ll)-(1.16) d an more accurate than the scheme (1.17)-(1.20). 
By means of Ui (i = 1, . . . ,n) determined by the proposed scheme (3.1)-(3.5) in each time 
step ti, we define the approximate functions of u and b(u) by 
u”(t) = u,-, + (t - tz-1)6Uz, v’t E [Llrtil, (3.6) 
bn(U(t)) = b(Ui-l) + (t - ti-l)Xi-lGUi, v’t E [L-lrtil, (3.7) 
and the corresponding step functions 
un = 
t 
vi, t E (ti-l,hl, 
t = 0, 
(3.8) 
b” = 
1 
Y&, t E (Ll,h], 
b(w,), t = 0. 
(3.9) 
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In order to show the stability of the discrete solution, we shall derive some a priori estimates. 
LEMMA 4.1. The estimates 
hold for any j. 
PROOF. The variational form of (3.1),(3.2) is 
(LlWcp) + xi-1 
( 
pi-1 - q-1) 
7 ) $9 
) 
+ (VUi, Vq) = 0. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Take cp = rSUi as a test function in (4.2), and summing over i for i = 1,. . . , j, we obtain 
-&wi, SUi)T + g- ( Ll W-l ; uL) ) ,,) T + k(Vcr,: V(Ui - Kl)) = 0, (4.3) 
i=l i=l i=l 
which is written as (I) + (II) + (III) = 0. Using (H3) and (3.3), we can write the first term as 
(4.4 
i=l 
With the aid of (3.5) and Younge’s inequality, we estimate the second term (II) by 
i i 
I( 5 EP, -y T~SUil” + C,Pe c7/VUi12. 
i=l i=l 
Taking into consideration (2.1), the elliptic term is estimated by 
(4.5) 
2(111) = lVUj(” - lOUa12 + i: lV(Ui - Ui-i)l? 
i=l 
Collecting (4.3)-(4.6), using (H2), and choosing E sufficiently small, we get 
7Y~T,bu~,2+,vu~,2+~,V(u~-u~~1),2~C 1+&xq~ . 
i=l i=l ( i=l ) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
I Applying Gronwall’s inequality, we conclude the proof. 
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LEMMA 4.2. j/Xi-16Uij/* 5 C, I=l,...,n. 
PROOF. By duality argument in (4.2) and using (3.4), we have 
Il~i-lmll* 5 cll~illM + ML VpPV. 
Thus, by using Lemma 4.1 we obtain the required assertion. . 
COROLLARY 4.1. From (3.7) and Lemma 4.2, it is evident that 
I 
(4.8) 
5. ERROR ANALYSIS 
This section is devoted to proving the convergence of the proposed scheme and estimating its 
accuracy. Using (3.7), we can write (4.2) in the form 
(mfvv)), P) + k-1 
( 
(G-1 - qt,) 
7 ,‘p 
1 
+(vui,v~) =o, (5.1) 
which yields by the integration over Ii 
(by-A) - byJi-1), ($0) + (Xi-1 (Vi-1 - vi*-1) , ‘p) + T(VUi, VP) = 0; (5.2) 
we also obtain from Problem (P) by the integration over 4 
(b(Ui) - b(U&l), p) + TP, (vci, p) + 7 (W, v(p) = 0, VqEv. (5.3) 
Subtracting (5.2) from (5.3) and summing up for i = 1,. . . , j, we obtain by the use of (3.5) 
(b(uj)-b”(Uj),p)+P, v&(0’-u&q + v-&ai-u~),v~ 
( I( ) 
=o, 
i=l i=l (5.4 
V’cpEv. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Assumptions (Hl)-(H3) be fulfilled. Then 
~J;,l~u(t)-uj~~2dt+ c (-‘(t)-Uj) +~~~~,lla(.(~))-bn(L:)l12dt 
3 /l:IT IL3 /1 ’ (5.5) 
5 c (T + +-2y . 
PROOF. Denote the errors e, and eb by 
e, = U(t) - Uj, eb = b(u(t)) - b”(Uj), t E Ij, lljln. 
Take cp = r(tij - Uj) s slj eu(t) dt as a test function in (5.4) and sum for j = 1,. . . ,n. We easily 
obtain the inequality 
(5.6) 
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Let us denote the corresponding terms by (I) + (II) + (III) = 0. The rest of the proof consists of 
estimating separately each term in the previous expression. We can split the first term as follows: 
(I) 1 Y 2 J 
j=l 13 
leb(t)12 dt+ $ lj(b(ZLI) - b(u(t)L eu(t>) dt 
+ 2 1 (b(Uj) - b”(Uj), %(t)) dt = (I)1 + (112 + (1)s 
j=l 13 
It is easy to check that 
To estimate the third term in (5.7), we note that 
b(Uj) - b”(Uj) = -&%(Ui) - xi-16Ui) = 2T (b’(Oi) - Xi-,) SU& 
i=l i=l 
where 
Oi, = Vi-1 + O(Ui - &-I), O<Oll. 
Now, using (H3) and Lemma 4.1, we get 
‘b(Uj) - b”(Uj)’ = 2T (b’(@) - b’(Ui-1)) sui 
i=l 
Hence, 
i=l i=l 
l(I)31 I 2 1 VP,) - b”(Uj)l leul dt < CT’-~~ 2 / lezLl dt 5 C’T~-~~. 
j=l 13 j=l 13 
The convective term in (5.6) is estimated by the use of Young’s inequality as 
l(II)l~C,p=~~~~~~i-U:~~2+~~~~~,lle,l12dt. 
j=l i=l 3 
To estimate the elliptic term, we use (2.2) to get 
2(111) = 2 /” V(u(t) - Uj) dt 
j=l Ii 
(5.7) 
(5.3) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
We finally collect the above estimates and insert them into (5.6). Upon choosing q sufficiently 
small, we end up with 
The discrete Gronwall’s inequality yields the asserted estimates. I 
REMARK 5.1. Estimates (5.5) can be written in the form 
J I ‘u(t) - tinI2 dt + Is (u(t) - 3) dt 2 + r” II J I lb@(t)) - 6”12 dt < C (T + ~l-‘~) . (5.16) I 
The above considerations can be summarized in the following main theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let Assumptions (HI)-(H3) be satisfied. Then, 
3 --+ u, in L2(I; L2(s2)) n L2(I; V), (5.17) 
6” + b, in L2(1; L2@>), (5.18) 
&b” -% &b, in &(I; V’), (5.19) 
and the error (5.16) holds were {b”(U)} end {a”} are obtained from (3.7) and (3.8) and u is the 
weak solution of Problem (P) . 
PROOF. The first two assertions (5.17) and (5.18) are obvious from (5.16) as n + 00. It remains 
to prove (5.19). For each t E [0, T], by Corollary 4.1, &b” is uniformly bounded in the reflexive 
Banach space V*, and hence, has a subsequence which converges weakly to an element x E V* 
(Eberlin-Smulian theorem). Thus, 
c?,b” %xX, .inV*, vt E I. (5.20) 
Using F’ubini’s theorem, we get 
(b"(U(t)) - W-Jo), 'p) = (J' &b"(W)> 4,) = ~t(&bn(W)), 'p) dt. 
0 
(5.21) 
Taking the limit as n + 00, we obtain 
@(u(t)) - b(uo), ‘p) = l’(x(t)’ ‘p> & (5.22) 
which implies 
(b(W - b(uo) - I’ x(t) & 9) = 0, Vv E v. (5.23) 
Therefore, we have 
This completes the proof. 
&b(u) = x. 
I 
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